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r The present invention relates generally to 
loose' ‘ leaf ring binders,‘ 'and- more ' particularly 
to a die'cast ring‘metal frame'for loose leaf 
binders. ‘ 

In brief, ‘the novel‘ device herein described in 
‘cludes two identical metal castings cooperatively 
assembled in'a'spring'shield. Each of the cast 
ings includes a plurality of arches which coact 
with corresponding arches of the other casting to 
form separable ‘rings “ vsuitable ‘for holding 
punched loose leaf sheets in a conventional man 
ner. Each casting further has a plurality of 
base elements which continuously abut corre 
sponding base elements of the other casting in 
a manner to provide‘ a locking action in either 
an opened or closedposition'as determined by ' 
the direction of over-center movement of the 
coactingbase elements; ‘and booster engageable 
webs. - " 3 g 

It is an object of thepresentinvention to pro 
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Fig. 8 is an enlarged fragmentary end view 

of an varch, taken substantially on' the line 8-8 

“Fig.5? he . I . Referring to the drawings more particularly 

by the numerals thereon, I0 indicates generally 
a loose leaf ring metal frame constructed accord 
,ing to the teachings of the present invention. 
The loose leaf ring metal frame l0 includes two 
identical metal die castings ll cooperatively‘as 
sembled'in a spring shield 12. . ' 

.The castings‘ ll vmay be of any suitable ma 
terial, suchas a zinc base die cast metal which 

_ has been determined to produce excellent cast 
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vide a'novel ,die cast ring ‘metal frame of ex-->'-~ 
tremely simple construction having a minimum 
number of parts and being, therefore, suscepti 
ble to rapid and/ inexpensive manufacture and 
assembly. > ~ ' 

Another object of’ 
a device of this type requiring a minimum of 
structurally’ different ‘elements, thereby to re 
duce tooling and-‘die costs for quantity produc 
tion. ~ > > ~ 

Another object 
a device of this type which, while being relatively 
inexpensive to manufacture, will yet render long 
and eflicient service of the type for whichit is 
designed. I . - 1 

the-invention is to provide‘ 

of the invention is to provide. 
80 

35: posed one to the’ other, the two abutting arches The foregoing and-other objects and advan-f:v 
tages are apparent from the following descrip 
tion taken with the accompanying drawing, in 
which; , -= a - - 

Fig. 1 is a plan‘ view of a shield encased die 40 
cast loose leaf ring-metal ‘frame constructed ac—,,, 
cording to the teachings of the‘ present inven 
tion; \ , 

, Fig. 2 isa side elevational view thereof; N 
.Fig. 3 is'a bottom ‘plan view thereof; ‘ ‘ 

‘Fig. 4 is a verticaL'transverse, cross-sectionalg, 
.view on substantially'the .llineQl-l of mg’. 2, 
with the ring ‘metal frame in closed position; 

, ; . Fig. ’5_;i_s a“ vertical, transverse, cross-sectional 
“view-on "substantiallywthe line 5-5 of‘Fig. 2, 
showing the ring metal frame in open position; 

Fig. 6 is a vertical, transverse, cross-sectional 
view on substantially the line 6—-6 of Fig. 2, 
showing the ring metal frame in open position; 

Fig. 7 is an isometric view of a metal casting 
having a plurality of arches; and 
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ings, and each includes a longitudinal bar I I3 
havingtransversely extending arches 14,15 and 
i6, and transversely extending base elements, .ll, 
[8 and l 9, the longitudinal spacing of said arches 
and; said base elements being symmetrical with 
respect to a transverse centerline 20. Flat webs 
2| extending outwardlyfrom the base elements 
l1 and I9 andlmerging with these respective base 
elements and‘ with "extensions 2201? the longi 
tudinal bar 13 are provided» for the purpose of 
employing conventional‘ “boosters” .for actuating 
the loose leaf rings.‘ ,_ h .l I 

Except wherejoined bythe arches I 4,. l5 and 
I6, the vlongitudinal baryl_3 has a cross-sectional 
shape, as shown‘ at 251in'Fig. 5, which cross 
zesctional shape 25 includes a wedge-shaped edge 
' Y'rhe arches 14; I si‘and ls‘ have their freeijends 

L shaped to the con?guration best shown at 21in 
Fig. 1 wherein;thesymmetrical Sv form provides 
a vself-aligning joint_21 such that, when the free 
ends of any two; archesjare appropriately top 

form a continuous are through the joint. , 
iThebaseelements l1, l8 andwl9 are identical 

except forthe treatment oftheirfree ends._ The 
base element ll_ haska wedge-shapedlend’iii and 
"the 'base"e'lernent 19‘ has a JV notch‘ 36,. the base 
elements" ‘and i9 beingvequifdistant from the 

transverse centerlineig?flThe angle included, in 
' the'V notch 38 is "greater than the angle of'the 
wedge 5‘35?iso as to providefor cooperative action 

j between] these'two base elements, a'swill appear. 
' Thebase‘elem'entl 8, being disposed on the trans 

' iverse centerline '20, ha‘si'onefhalf 31.9.1?v its ‘free! end 
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amped. to areeves.i9rm;.;a?d.iihé;@inérhalf 38 
shaped/"tea concave form; so that" an identical 
opposing base element l8 may dispose a convex 
half 31 in the disclosed concave half 38, and a 
concave half 38 may receive the disclosed con 
vex half 31. 

It may thus be seen that two identical castings 
II, when opposed to each other as in Figs. 1 
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through 6, will coact one with the other to form 
a plurality of separable rings having self-align 
ing joints, said alignment being maintained trans 
versely (with respect to the planes of the rings) 
by the cooperative engagement of the ends of the 
arches and vertically by the cooperative engage 
ment of the ends of the" base elements. 
The ,spring.: shield lg. may be form d from a 

single strip of metal, such as steel, to have a 
cross-sectional shape as shown at 40 in Fig. 5. 
The transverse shape shown at 40v includes an 
arc 4| and turned-back ?anges 42 to form‘ian 
gular recesses 43. This c_r_oss_‘-._sect,ional,shape is 
continuous for a length exce‘eydingjther'naxi-mum 
length of the metal castings H, except for pairs 
of opposed notches 46, 41 and 48. _The ends of 
the spring shield I! may be treated in any ap 
propriate manner to form a ?nished appearance, 
as at 49. Holes, such askli?, may be provided for 
attaching the loose leaf ring metal frame It! to . 
asuitable binder. ., . _ a , I , _. 

In assembling the loose leaf ring metal frame 
lllntwo castings II are .disposedparallel to the 
spring shield, I2 with theirarches 14,115 and I6 
projecting through.the'appropriate notches 46, 
41 and 48 and so opposed one to the other as to 
dispose their respective wedge-shaped edges 26 
within the angular recesses 43, and further so as 
to dispose the ends of the base elements l1, l8 
and 13 of one casting II in abutting relation to 
the ends of the other casing l l , as shown in Figs. 
4 through 6. Thus assembled, the two castings 
I l are maintained in cooperative engagement one 
with the other by the spring action of the arc 
4| of the spring shield II. It may be seen that, 
when the arches of the two. castings II are sepa 
rated as shown in Figs. 5. and 6, the coacting 
base elements, such as H. and [9 in Fig. 5 and 
[3 in Fig. 6, will rotate upwards about the wedge 
shaped edges 43 as centers until such upward ro 
tation of the base elements is stopped by abut 
ment of the base elements against the are H of 
the spring shield l2. In this manner, triangles 
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of compressive forces are'forme'd, the bases of 1 
the trianglesbeing lines through the two wedge 
»shaped edges .43 and the sides of the triangles 
being the axes of the respective base elements ll, 
[3 and, i9. _ The rigidity of these triangles of 
compressive forces is such as to firmly lock the 
arches in their seperatedpositions. When it is 
desired to close the arches to form a continuous 
are. through theirjoints, they are merely pushed 

, together. This causes the base elements, such as 
H, [land I9, .to rotate downward around the 
wedge-shaped edges 43 as centers, whereupon the 
wedge-shaped. edges 35 of the base elements I‘! 
rotate in the V notches 36 of the base elements 
l3 and the convex portions 31 of the base ele 
ments [3 rotate in the concavities 38 thereof, so 
as to dispose these points of abutment of the ends 
of the base elements 11 and I3 below the lines 
through the wedge-shaped edges 43 as shown in 
Fig. 4. When the ends of the arches are brought 
together, these points of abutment of the base 
elements lie below the line joining the Wedge 
shaped edges 43 so as to again form triangles of 
compressive forces, and thus maintain the arches 
in locked engagement. _ 
The present zinc die cast ring metal frame It 
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4 
is inexpensive to make. It is sturdy and well 
adapted for the simple loose leaf binder of which 
it forms the base. 
The loose leaf ring metal frame above de 

scribed obviously ful?lls the objects and advan 
tages sought therefor. The description is in no 
sense restrictive,_ and the substitution of equiva 
lent elements and principles is considered as lying 
within the scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a loose leaf metal frame, in combination, 

a pair of identical frame members in opposed 
engagement, each frame member being die cast 
from non-ferrous metal and comprising an elon 
gated bar, an odd plurality of ring arches cast 
‘integrally, with said bar and extending trans 
versely therefrom, one of said arches being lo 
cated in a center plane midway between the ends 
of the'longitudinal bar, the remaining arches be 
ing located in spaced symmetry on opposite sides 
of said center plane, and a base element for each 
of said arches, ‘said base elements being cast in 
tegrally with said bar and extending ‘transversely 
therefrom, each of said base elements being dis 
posed in the plane of a ‘respective arch, the free 
end of the base element in said center plane be 
ing formed non-symmetrically with respect to 
said center plane so as to dispose mutually com 
plementary end surfaces on opposite sides there 
of; the free ends of the base elements ‘which are 
removed from vsaid center plane being formed 
symmetrically with‘ respect to the respective 
planes in which they lie, each base element which 
is removed in one direction from said center 
plane having a different end form than the base 
element which is removed equidistantly in the 
'opposite direction from said center plane, said 
different end forms being such as to provide for 
mutual pivotal engagement, the free end of each 
base element on one of saidframe members being 
in continuous engagement with the free end of 
a base element on the other of said frame mem 
bers, the free ends of said’ arches being of iden 
tical form and being adapted for respective en 
gagement with the free ends of the arches in the 
opposed frame member in one position of move 
,ment of said frame members, and means main 
, taming said frame members in opposed engaging 
relation and peritting overcenter pivotal move 
ment thereof about the free-ends of said base ele 
ments. , 

2. The combination of claim 1 wherein the 
non-symmetrically, formed free end of the base 
element disposed in said center plane comprises 
a concave surface on one side of the center 
plane and a convex surface on the other side of 
the center plane, , 
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